
Tuesday: A Brand New Hobbledown Heath Adventure 

Thursday: DC League of Super-Pets 

Be one of the first to experience this brand new mysterious, fantastical and  

extraordinary day out! Hobbledown Heath opens this summer, and we ’ll be there,  

exploring the four villages set in acres of woodland and pasture. We ’ll be climbing the  

towers, crawling through the tunnels, and stepping inside one of the largest indoor play  

arenas in London. And all while coming face-to-face with goats, alpacas, meerkats, lemurs, and many 

other exotic and traditional farm animals! 

Extra cost: 
£18 

                   Be a young warrior for the day… don your camo, grab your semi-automatic paintball gun 

and battle it out in the ultimate paintball experience! Take your chances at surviving in 

six varied paintball zones, including the iconic Tomb Raider map - complete with a giant 

pyramid, and the London Apocalypse paintball game zone – featuring famous landmarks from 

the country ’s capital, with Big Ben dominating the vista. What ’s more, we ’re going to the home of the 

only intergalactic themed paintball game zone in the UK - Space Warz. Afterwards, we ’ll zoom back to 

Clubland to do some monster craft, fairy fudge cookery and most importantly the Clubland Summer Disco!  

Wednesday: An Explosive Paintballing Experience 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Trips are subject to minimum numbers in order to run - in the event of a cancellation, all bookings will be automatically transferred to Stay’n’Play. 

Krypto the Super-Dog and Superman are inseparable best friends, sharing the same superpowers and 

fighting crime side by side in Metropolis. However, Krypto must master his own powers for a rescue 

mission when Superman is kidnapped. Can he do it? We ’ll find out when we visit the cinema in Guildford - 

popcorn included of course! We ’ll burn off some energy too with a trip to the Woking Park 

playground, an amazing jungle themed playground with climbing frames, zip wires, swings 

and slides, a large sandpit, pirate ship and a splash zone. A change of clothes might be 

wise! 

Extra cost: 
£10 

 

 

 

  

Extra cost: 
£18 

 
 

 

 


